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The Impact of Powder River Basin Coal Exports on Global 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

 

Executive Summary 
 

1. Controversy over the Export of American Coal to Asia 
 
American coal companies, facing a relatively flat future demand for coal for domestic 
electricity production in the United States, have turned their attention to the developing 
countries of Asia, especially China, where coal consumption is expected to continue to 
grow rapidly. The west coast of North America provides the closest geographic location 
for American exports to China’s coast. The North American west coast is also relatively 
close to some of the largest, cheapest, and lowest sulfur coal deposits in the world, the 
Powder River Basin (PRB) in Wyoming and Montana. As a result, several proposals for 
new or expanded coal ports have been made for the west coast of North America. 
 
This has resulted in considerable controversy over the likely environmental impacts 
associated with the expanded surface mining, the transportation of large volumes of 
coal by rail over very long distances, and the coal ports themselves. These are 
important local environmental impacts with which this report does not deal. The 
potential impacts of the combustion of large amounts of additional PRB coal on 
worldwide greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and the resulting contribution to global 
warming have also been a point of contention. It is on that potential global 
environmental impact that this report focuses. 
 
Recently there has been a lot of concern about the GHG implications of increased 
mining, export, and combustion of American coal, focused on the simple fact that more 
American coal will be burned. This increase in the burning of American coal should be 
especially disturbing to Americans who have worked over the past few decades to 
reduce the burning of coal, the most GHG-intensive of the fossil fuels. From the U.S. 
point of view, at the very moment that we and our colleagues in other developed 
countries have succeeded in discouraging the construction of new coal-fired electric 
generators and encouraging the retirement of older, less efficient, and dirtier coal-fired 
generators, there are proposals for a major expansions of coal mining in the United 
States and the accompanying expansion of the combustion of that American coal 
elsewhere in the world. 
 
Coal companies, some independent energy experts, and government representatives 
from major coal-mining states have disputed these concerns about increased GHG 
emissions due to expanded American coal exports. Some have argued that increased 
American coal production and exports will have no net impact on global GHG 
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emissions. Others have gone further and argued that such exports would actually 
reduce global GHG emissions. 
 
This report analyzes and responds to these arguments that there will be no net increase 
in global GHG emissions as a result of the expansion of PRB coal mining and the 
construction of rail and port infrastructure on the west coast to support the export of that 
coal to Asia.  
 

2. The Focus of Our Analysis 
 
It is important to understand the focus and scope of our analysis. We are specifically 
focused on a particular source of American coal, a particular set of export facilities, and 
a particular part of the Chinese market for coal. We are not analyzing a hypothetical 
“boom” in American coal exports from all of the coal fields across the nation.1 We are 
primarily focused on exports from the Powder River Basin that would be facilitated by 
the building of two proposed coal ports on the west coast of Washington (Longview and 
Cherry Point) where the permitting process is already underway and detailed 
information is available.2  
 
We emphasize this because PRB coal has very particular geological, economic, and 
geographic characteristics that are important. In addition, the proposed ports and port 
expansions involve coal companies, investors, and governments specifying 
quantitatively their initial export plans and “putting their money where their mouth is.” 
Over the next ten years, these ports could support the export of about 140 million tons 
of PRB coal.3 Finally, we are focused on a relatively small part, less than a fifth, of the 
total Chinese market for coal, namely the industrial and population concentrations on 
                                                 
1 In 2011 and 2012 there was considerable enthusiasm among American thermal coal companies to 
refocus their attention on exporting their coal to other countries. This has partially been tied to the 
stabilization and/or decline in domestic demand for coal as well as very high import prices being paid for 
coal in Asia. The current and future profit potential appeared to be much higher in the global export as 
opposed to the domestic coal market. As a result, proposals have been made to build new or expand 
existing coal ports on the west, Gulf, and east coasts of the United States. If the capacity of all of these 
proposed new and expanded export facilities were actually realized and utilized, a considerable share of 
the nation’s coal production would be exported and the domestic price of coal might rise dramatically. 
This paper does not analyze this contemporary “bubble” of enthusiasm for coal exports across the nation. 
It is highly unlikely that all of this coal port expansion on all three of the nation’s coasts will be realized. 
Many of the Gulf and east coast proposals are premised on the lack of west coast coal export facilities. If 
west coast export facilities are constructed it is questionable whether thermal coal exports from the Gulf 
or east coasts would be competitive in Asia. If those west coast coal ports are not built, the much higher 
costs of both mining coal and shipping it to Asia from the east and Gulf costs will limit the competitiveness 
of that coal in Asia. 
2 As this report was being written, two other ports have been proposed in the American Pacific Northwest: 
Coos Bay, Oregon, and a proposal that would link the Port of Morrow in the Boardman, OR, area where 
coal would be unloaded from trains onto barges which would travel down the Columbia River to the Port 
of St. Helens where the coal would be loaded on ocean-going ships. In addition, two existing coal ports 
on the coast of British Columbia, at Vancouver and Prince Rupert, have announced expansion plans. 
3 All of the proposals taken together could support more than the 140 million tons of coal that we chose to 
model in this paper.  For reasons that will be discussed in detail later, we will focus on 140 million tons of 
PRB coal for export. 
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the southern coast of China, where most of the coal is currently delivered by ocean-
going ships. This is the part of the market where PRB coal is likely to be most 
competitive. It is important to note that although this part of the Chinese thermal coal 
market is just a fraction of total Chinese coal consumption, it is a third larger than all 
PRB coal production in 2010 and is equal to about half of the  total international coal 
trade. 
 

3. PRB Coal Exports Will Not Simply Displace Coal That Would 
Otherwise Be Burned. PRB Coal Exports Will Increase the Amount 
of Coal That Is Burned. 

 
The core assertion that the export of PRB coal will simply displace coal from other 
sources that would otherwise be burned in China is partially true but ignores the basic 
economic principles of supply and demand. The coal companies of the PRB want to 
export their coal to China because they know that they can undersell domestic Chinese 
coal sources, and current exporters serving the industrial and population centers on the 
southern coast of China, where almost all coal is delivered by ocean-going ships. 
 
PRB coal can gain access to Chinese coastal markets only if it can reduce the cost of 
using coal there. China will not import the coal unless it has a lower price and/or it is 
less costly to use because of its quality. Because the PRB is one of the largest, 
cheapest, and lowest-sulfur sources of coal in the world, PRB coal mining companies 
expect to be able to do exactly that. As they compete for a share of that market, the cost 
of coal to Chinese coastal coal users will decline. That is exactly what competition for 
customers is expected to do. 
 
The lower cost of coal to coastal Chinese customers will ultimately encourage the 
increased use of coal and products made from burning coal, especially electricity. A 
half-century of studies of the role of energy prices on energy consumption have 
repeatedly documented this, including studies of the Chinese energy economy. 
 
Lower coal cost will have very long run implications because they influence the 
decisions as to what type of electric generating plants to build, including what fuel to use 
and how efficient to make the plants. In addition the lower costs of electricity will 
influence the energy efficiency of appliances that use electricity and the number, variety, 
and size of those appliances. Those investment decisions in electric generators that 
have 30 to 50 year lives and machinery and appliances that have lives of one to several 
decades will commit electric generators and customers to particular levels of coal 
consumption well into the future. 
 
We model the export of 140 million tons of PRB coal to the south coast of China which 
currently consumes about 660 million tons of coal delivered by ship. Taking into account 
the sensitivity of both demand and supply to price, we found that these exports would 
lower the delivered cost of coal by about 12 percent and ultimately lead coal 
consumption to increase by about 15 percent. As a result, coal consumption was 
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expected to rise by 98 million tons. That is, about 70 percent of the PRB coal exports 
would represent net additional coal consumption and GHG emissions. Only 30 percent 
of the PRB exports displace other sources of coal. The 98 million ton increase in annual 
coal consumption will release about 183 million tons of CO2. That is the equivalent of 
the coal consumption and GHG emissions of 14 electric generating plants the size of 
the Centralia plant in Washington. The Centralia plant has been schedule for retirement 
by the Washington state government to reduce GHG emissions. 
 

4. PRB Coal Will Be Highly Competitive in Southeastern Coastal 
Chinese Markets, Pushing Coal Costs There Downward 

 
Our analysis of the cost of mining an additional 140 million tons of coal in the PRB and 
shipping it by rail and ship from the proposed new and expanded coal ports on the U.S. 
and British Columbian west coast found that PRB coal can be delivered at a much lower 
cost than either domestic Chinese coal or the current major sea-borne exporters of coal 
to that market, Indonesia and Australia. Using conservative assumptions, PRB coal 
could, if it had to, undersell current suppliers to the south coast of China by as much as 
40 percent. 
 
Given the expected ongoing rapid growth in coal consumption in this coastal market, 
this means that PRB coal could ultimately export much more coal that the 140 million 
tons we have considered and drive the cost of coal to this part of the Chinese market 
much lower than the 12 percent we have calculated. That would increase coal 
consumption and GHG emission even more. 
 
We analyzed the incremental costs associated with expanded PRB mining and found 
that due to the geologic and economic characteristics of that coal (large quantities, thick 
seams, close to the surface, etc.) annual production can increase with only modest 
impacts on the cost of production. Substantial increases in PRB coal production can 
take place without driving the PRB mine mouth coal costs significantly upward. Other 
studies have confirmed this. Just as important, past coal production in the PRB supports 
the same conclusion: While PRB coal production has increased many fold over the last 
four decades, the real mine mouth coal price declined for most of that period and 
remains the lowest in the country today.  
 

5. Increases in PRB Mine Mouth Coal Prices Will Not Cause a Shift from 
Coal to Natural Gas in Generating American Electricity because PRB 
Mine Mouth Coal Prices Represent a Small Part of the Total Cost of 
Using PRB Coal.  

 
The cost of transporting PRB coal to distant electric generators in the eastern U.S. 
largely determines the delivered cost of that coal, not the mine mouth price back in 
Wyoming and Montana. As much as two-thirds of the delivered costs are transportation 
costs. In addition, increasingly stringent air emission standards being imposed on coal-
fired electric generators represent substantial costs that have discouraged the building 
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of new coal-fired generators and encouraged the retirement of older ones. Coal-fired 
generators also cost much more and take longer to build. These costs are incurred in 
order to use a cheaper fuel, coal, but are substantial costs nonetheless, which make the 
total costs of coal-fired generation higher than the costs of natural gas-fueled electric 
production despite the higher cost of natural gas as a fuel. The recent drop in natural 
gas prices and projections that they will stay low has further undermined the 
competitiveness of coal as a fuel for electric generation. Finally, coal-fired generation is 
less flexible and, therefore, more costly to use to complement intermittent renewable 
energy resources.  
 
In the context of all of these significant costs associated with coal-fired generation, the 
projected increases in the mine mouth cost of PRB coal due to increased demand for 
that coal due to export will have little or no impact of the use of coal for electric 
generation in the United States. Almost all new electric generation that is planned is 
gas-fired or renewable, not coal-fired. We have modeled the impact of the increased 
PRB mine mouth coal costs that would be associated with the west coast coal ports’ 
planned levels of exports on the usage of coal by U.S. electric generators, looking at 
each power plant and its cost characteristics.  We found that even in the regions of the 
United States where electric generation would be most vulnerable to increases in the 
delivered costs of PRB coal, the impact of the likely PRB mine mouth cost increases on 
the quantity of domestic use of that coal is likely to be very small. The export of PRB 
coal will not lead to significant additional reductions in the use of coal domestically 
beyond those already underway because of the increase in the other costs of using 
coal. 
 

6. Coal Prices Will Have Different Impacts on Coal Usage in the United 
States and China 

 
It is the relative price of coal compared to alternative energy products that might be 
used to accomplish the same purpose that determines how changes in coal prices 
affect coal usage. When the set of alternatives open to coal users are dramatically 
different, the response to changes in coal prices is also likely to be different. That is the 
case in China and the United States. 
 
In particular, the United States has had a large, readily available, relatively low-cost 
domestic alternative to the use of coal for the generation of electricity, namely natural 
gas. China, on the other hand, has had a much more limited and higher cost set of 
alternatives given its historical limited supplies of both natural gas and petroleum. This 
is reflected in the relative dependence of the two countries on coal for the generation of 
electricity. Until 2012 the United States got approximately 45 percent of its electricity by 
burning coal while China depends on coal for almost 80 percent of its electricity. 
Similarly, before 2012, the United States obtains about 21 percent of its electricity by 
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burning natural gas while China obtains only about 1 percent of its electricity from 
natural gas.4 
 
In that setting it is not surprising that the important economic issues about coal usage in 
the United States have been how the total costs associated with coal-fired generation 
compared to the total costs associated with natural-gas-fired generation. Since at least 
1985 this comparison has favored natural gas over coal and the percentage of new 
generation that has been fueled by natural gas has steadily risen. The mine-mouth cost 
of coal was not the dominant determinant of the choice of natural gas as the fuel: 
Capital investment, environmental control, and fuel delivery costs, as well as the 
efficiency, modular nature, and construction times of natural gas generators were at 
least as important. As a result, even when relative coal costs declined dramatically 
because natural gas costs per million Btu rose relative to coal, natural gas remained the 
preferred fuel. 
 
In China, with limited low-cost alternatives to coal, the focus has been on improving the 
fuel efficiency of the coal-fired electric generators on which China is going to have to 
rely for many decades into the future. Chinese energy policy has also focused on 
improving the efficiency with which coal is produced and delivered to industrial facilities 
including electric generators. This is not to say that China has not been attempting to 
diversify its energy supply in order to at least moderate somewhat its dependence on 
coal. China has also made major investments in non-coal sources of electricity including 
nuclear, wind, and solar electric facilities. The primary focus, however, has been on 
improving the efficiency with which coal and electricity are produced, transported, and 
used. 
 
During the 2000 to 2010 period the cost of Chinese domestic coal rose sharply. This led 
China to shift from being a net exporter of coal to a net importer of coal. The cost of coal 
imports also rose because of supply disruptions and increased demand. These higher 
coal costs have led the Chinese to build some of the most energy efficient coal-fired 
electric generators in the world. Although these investments in new coal-fired 
generation represent a 30 to 50 year commitment to burning coal, they also represent 
long-term investments in reducing the amount of coal those plants will burn. Because 
the rational level of investment in improving the fuel efficiency of those electric 
generators is tied to the expected cost of coal, reductions in coal costs will discourage 
such coal-saving investments and increase coal combustion and GHG emissions. 
 
Although parts of the Chinese economy are centrally planned by the national or 
provincial governments, much of that economy is open to market forces. The Chinese 
economy would not have been able to grow as rapidly and consistently as it has over 
the last several decades if government economic policy was simply irrational. Economic 

                                                 
4 For a brief period in April 2012 coal and natural gas were the source of about the same share of U.S. 
net electric generation, about one third each. By November 2012 the shares were back closer to historical 
averages, 44 percent of net generation from coal and 25 percent from natural gas. Very low natural gas 
prices were encouraging increased utilization of natural gas relative to coal. 
http://www.eia.gov/totalenergy/data/monthly/pdf/sec7_4.pdf  
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planners as well as the managers of both state-owned and privately-owned enterprises 
pay attention to costs and innovate in order to improve efficiency. As a result, it is not 
just clothing we import from China but also much of our high-tech electronic devices. 
 
Chinese coal consumption cannot be analyzed by simply saying that China has to 
consume exactly the amount of coal it currently is consuming or is projected to consume 
in order to fuel its future economy. The Chinese are regularly making economic choices 
about investments in improved efficiency in their development and use of coal and 
electricity. Consideration of a broad range of cost and benefits, including the cost of 
using coal, will inform and influence those decisions. 
 

7. Emphasizing the Export of Raw Coal to Developing Countries Is 
Unlikely to Be a Productive Economic Strategy for the United States 

 
The recent emphasis on boosting employment and income by exporting coal to Asia is 
unlikely to have much of a payoff in solving American economic problems.  
 
Coal mining has become an increasingly capital and energy intensive process that 
employs fewer and fewer workers. Changes in the loading, operating, and unloading of 
trains has also allowed railroads to significantly reduce their workforces. Finally, ports 
have also adopted technologies that have dramatically reduced their number of 
employees. These labor-saving innovations have included reliance on shipping cargos 
in standardized containers and the use of automated bulk cargo loading equipment. As 
a result, the employment associated with coal exports has declined dramatically and 
can be expected to decline further in the future. 
 
There is also something counter-intuitive about the suggestion that the way to compete 
with the developing Chinese economy is to export to them unprocessed raw materials 
and use the proceeds from those exports to pay for our imports of Chinese 
manufactured goods. That, in the past, was the role that under-developed “colonies” 
played for developed nations. It represents a dramatic reversal of roles for the United 
States. 
 
The questionable efficacy of this reversal of role is dramatized by the fact that while we 
propose to export coal to China, China has become the world leader in the 
manufacturing of wind electric turbines and solar electric panels along with other clean 
energy technologies. The United States plans to export raw coal while importing clean 
energy technologies. 
 
This is problematic from both an environmental and economic point of view. The U.S. is 
importing clean energy technologies from China and other nations partially because we 
have not developed a large enough market in the United States to support such 
manufacturing. Our ongoing commitment to the combustion of fossil fuels is the source 
of that under-developed domestic market. 
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From an economic point of view, this is a concern because the development and 
installation of clean energy technologies could be the basis for a major innovative 
industry in the U.S. that would allow it to increase its technological and manufacturing 
base and boost its manufactured exports to the rest of the world. That path would offer 
the potential for dramatically more jobs than a focus on coal exports. It would also 
represent a return to the type of leadership that the American economy showed in other 
technology areas: aerospace, pharmaceuticals, microchip, and computer software 
development.  
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  I. Introduction: Will the Export of Powder River Basin Coal to China 
Have an Impact on Worldwide Greenhouse Gas Emissions? 
 
This report analyzes and responds to various arguments that the expansion of PRB coal 
mining and the construction of rail and port infrastructure on the west coast of North 
America to support the export of that coal to Asia will not cause a net increase in global 
GHG emissions and global warming.5 
 
This report is an extension of an earlier report The Greenhouse Gas Impact of Exporting 
Coal from the West Coast: An Economic Analysis that was published by the Sightline 
Institute of Seattle in July 2011.6  That report conceptually analyzed the GHG impacts of 
coal exports in the same way this report does. The earlier report, however, did not 
attempt to quantify the impact of those exports both in China and in the United States. 
This study takes a more quantitative look at the same issues. 
 

1. Taking into Account of the Impacts of Competing Coal Supplies  
 
The coal industry’s primary response to concerns about the GHG implications of 
increased American coal mining for export is that if China does not get some of its coal 
from the United States, China will simply get the equivalent amount of coal from some 
other coal source. That alternative coal supply would come from either within China or 
from some other coal-exporting nation. In that sense increased American coal mining 
for export is said to simply displace coal mining that would have taken place at some 
other global location. The total amount of coal burned and the associated GHG 
emissions, it is claimed, will be the same, with or without U.S. coal exports.  
 
The potential substitution of one coal source for another among competing suppliers 
certainly has to be taken into account. In general, it is not accurate to assume that every 
additional ton of coal mined means the GHG emissions will increase by the carbon 
content of that ton of coal. Substitution effects do have to be accounted for. 
 
In that sense it is economically naïve to assume that exported coal is not being sold into 
a competitive market where one country’s exports tend to displace some other country’s 
potential exports. However, it is equally economically naïve to ignore the impact of 

                                                 
5 We will focus on the GHG emissions associated with the combustion of coal. There are also GHG 
emissions associated with the mining and shipping of coal. We do not analyze the shipping-related GHG 
emissions for two reasons. First, they are much smaller that the GHG emissions associated with the 
burning of the coal. Second, it is the difference in the GHG emissions associated with coal being 
delivered from alternative sources that matters. The part of the Chinese coal market on which we focus, 
the southeastern coast of China, is remote from all sources of coal, including Chinese domestic sources. 
For that reason, the differences in transportation-related GHG emissions are likely to be small, especially 
compared to those associated with the burning of the coal. We discuss this more fully later in this report. 
Similar points can be made about the GHG emissions associated with coal mining. It is the difference in 
emissions between two alternative mines that matter and this difference is likely to be small compared to 
the combustion emissions. 
6 http://www.sightline.org/research/energy/coal/Coal-Power-White-Paper.pdf  
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competition to supply coal to a particular market on the cost of that coal to consumers. It 
is also economically naïve to ignore the impact of that competition among coal exporting 
nations on global efforts to control GHG emissions. 
 
Competition among suppliers to serve particular markets tends to reduce the cost that 
customers have to pay. That is the positive function that competition among suppliers is 
supposed to play. Reduction in the cost of supply also has a predictable impact on the 
quantity consumed: It increased the quantity consumed. That is why demand curves are 
drawn sloping downward to the right. In that sense, competition to supply markets tends 
to boost consumption, in this case coal consumption and combustion and GHG 
emissions. As was discussed in detail in our earlier report, that impact of lower energy 
costs on energy consumption has been repeatedly studied and confirmed over the last 
half-century.7  
 
Increased competition among coal suppliers to serve the growing demand for coal in the 
port cities on the southern coast of China will reduce the cost of coal. The cost will be 
reduced below what it otherwise would have been and will lead to higher levels of coal 
combustion than would have taken place if that competition had not lowered the cost of 
coal.  This point can be clearly illustrated by viewing Figure 1 below.  The figure is an 
augmented version of a Merit Order Curve produced by the Energy Policy Research 
Foundation8 from an article in which the analysts argue that PRB coal exports to Asia 
from the U.S. will not affect the price of coal in Asia.  They argue that since the PRB is 
an infra-marginal supplier it will displace only the high cost coal that Asia is currently not 
buying.  What they failed to consider was the potential scope of PRB exports.  If one 
considers PRB exports to the southeastern coast of China of 140 million short tons9, as 
we consider in this paper, the price change is actually dramatic. The U.S. is still an infra-
marginal supplier of coal, however the high end price of coal drops from just over 
$100/ton to just over $80/ton, or a price change of about $18/ton.  In this context it 
becomes clear that PRB coal will not simply displace the high end suppliers of coal to 
Asia, but it will dramatically affect the price of coal paid in Asia, and where that coal 
comes from.10    
 
In this new view of coal supply to Asia, coal that was being supplied by the U.S. (mid), 
Australia (QLD), and Canada (mid) no longer can compete in Asia.  Those suppliers are 
effectively “priced out” of the market by the low cost PRB coal.  The PRB is not a minor 
infra-marginal player that does not affect the price of coal or from where that coal 

                                                 
7 ”The Greenhouse Gas Impact of Exporting Coal from the West Coast: An Economic Analysis,” Thomas 
M. Power, 2011, Sightline Institute, pp. 5-11. http://www.sightline.org/research/energy/coal/Coal-Power-
White-Paper.pdf  
8 Energy Policy Research Foundation “The Economic Value of American Coal Exports” August 2012. 
http://eprinc.org/2012/08/the-economic-value-of-american-coal-exports/  
9 We explain the 140 million short tons of exports later in this report. It is tied to the capacity of the most 
developed west coast coal port proposals. 
10 The change in price becomes even more dramatic if more coal is allowed to move out of the PRB to 
Asia.  If 275 million short tons of coal are allowed into the merit order curve, the price changes from just 
over $100/ton to just over $70/ton showing a price drop of just over $30/ton. 
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prices are now the highest in the world, which allows Chinese companies to save 
money by purchasing coal from overseas.”14 
 
There is a contradiction built into the economic assumptions being made in this 
argument. Higher coal costs in developed countries lead electric generators to abandon 
coal for lower-carbon energy sources such as natural gas and renewable energy. But in 
China, when Chinese coal users can reduce their coal costs by importing coal from 
other nations, that lower cost has no impact on their coal consumption. Coal users 
around the world are sensitive to the cost of coal, but Chinese coal users are not. 
 
This makes no economic sense. The Chinese import coal because, as the quote above 
makes clear, it is a cheaper source of supply. Other nations can sell coal to China only 
because they can undersell the domestic Chinese cost of coal. Exports of coal to China 
have to reduce the cost of coal to those parts of the Chinese market that can access the 
seaborne trade in coal.15 Otherwise the Chinese would not import the coal. The Chinese 
are as business-like as energy users in the rest of the world. They adjust their 
investments in energy using (and saving) technologies and their levels of resource 
consumption depending on the structure of costs they face. We will discuss the 
evidence of Chinese cost minimizing behavior, economic pricing to guide consumption 
decisions, and investment objectives later in this report.  
 
It is important to note that we are not focused on the entire market for coal throughout 
China. Across most of China, PRB coal exports have no chance of successfully 
competing against domestic Chinese coal or coal imported overland from Mongolia. The 
transportation costs of hauling PRB coal delivered to the coast of China inland to most 
of the Chinese coal market would be much too high.  
 
PRB exports would be competitive primarily on the south coast of China that primarily 
gets its coal, even its domestic Chinese coal, from ocean going ships. This part of the 
Chinese coal market receives about 660 million tons of coal by sea, most of it from 
Chinese domestic sources delivered to coal ports on the northern coast of China. In 
2010 total Chinese coal consumption was about 3,500 million tons. Thus we are 
focused on less than one-fifth of the total Chinese coal market.  
 
Exports to China will lower the cost of coal use in the industrial and population centers 
on the southeastern coast of China. As will be discussed in more detail below, this low 
cost can be expected to encourage more coal consumption than otherwise would have 
taken place there because the incentives to conserve on coal use will be somewhat 
relaxed. With that higher level of coal consumption will come higher levels of GHG 
emissions. We will analyze the potential size of the coal cost reduction to coal users on 
the southern coast of China and the likely impact of that cost reduction on coal 
consumption. 
 

                                                 
14 Ibid. 
15 By reducing the pressure on domestic coal supply in China, imports to the southern coast also are 
likely to have a small impact on coal prices elsewhere in China too. 
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The other primary assumption on which the environmental optimism about the impact of 
coal exports to China is based is that exports to China will drive up coal costs in the 
United States. Of course, if the supply of coal in the U.S. were fixed and Chinese 
demand for that coal was not limited by the high cost of most of that coal, Chinese 
competition to buy that coal would certainly drive up the cost of coal to American 
customers, possibly to very high levels. But the cost of production for much of America’s 
thermal coal supply does not make it an attractive source to Asia, especially if coal ports 
on the west coast provide more direct Chinese access to PRB coal. In addition, the coal 
supply in the United States is not fixed. PRB coal companies want to expand their coal 
production in order to export coal to China and other U.S. domestic coal mines that over 
the last several decades have had to cut back production due to competition from PRB 
coal would also like to expand production if they could be competitive in Asian or other 
world markets. 
  
In that setting, how much coal prices would rise in the U.S. as a result of such PRB coal 
exports would depend on how much more costly it will be to expand production at 
existing mines and to open up new mines. This is an empirical question that we will 
explore in detail in this report. Here we will just point out that the PRB contains a very 
large and very low cost coal resource that has been able to respond to increased 
demand for its coal by expanding its scale of production many fold over the last several 
decades while also reducing the real mine mouth price of that coal. In addition, much of 
the PRB coal supply that in the northern part of the Powder River Basin in Montana has 
not faced significant development pressure over the last forty years because it was at a 
transportation cost disadvantage relative to Wyoming coal in reaching the fastest 
growing American markets. As a result, Wyoming produces ten times as much coal as 
Montana even though Montana has the larger economic reserves. For exports to Asia 
from the west coast of North America, Montana coal resources are likely to have the 
cost advantage. 
 
Another important assumption in the environmentally optimistic view of the impact of 
PRB exports to China is that it is primarily the mine mouth cost of coal that determines 
whether coal or natural gas is burned by U.S. electric generators. This too is an 
empirical question that we will explore in some detail. What we will conclude is that the 
shift from coal-fired to natural gas-fired electric generation has been underway for many 
years in the United States despite the relatively low cost of coal and, until recently, the 
relatively high cost of natural gas as a fuel for electric generation. Changes in the mine 
mouth cost of the PRB within the range expected due to PRB coal exports will have little 
or no impact on the fuel choices being made by American electric generators. It is other 
costs, transportation, capital, environmental, and regulatory, that are driving a shift 
towards natural gas as the fuel for electric generation that is already well underway. 
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II. Powder River Basin Coal Exports to China: Resource, Cost, and 
Competitiveness on the South China Coast 
 

1. The Powder River Basin Coal Resource 
 

The Powder River Basin (PRB) is one of the world’s largest deposits of coal.  The PRB 
runs from northeastern Wyoming to southeastern Montana and holds the thickest beds 
of coal in the United States.16  The PRB is primarily composed of sub-bituminous coal 
noted for some of the lowest sulfur content in the country (an average value of 0.48 
percent).17  Although the heat content average (8,800 Btu) is not high, the relative 
abundance of the coal deposits near or at the surface allow for some of the cheapest 
mine mouth prices for coal in the entire world.  Because the coal deposits are so 
abundant with relatively small overburdens, surface mining is dominant across the PRB.  
The PRB has steadily increased its share of the coal market in the United States since it 
began producing coal in the 1970s.  Coal production from the PRB represents about 
half of all US production (on a Btu basis) and is projected by the Energy Information 
Administration (EIA) to continue to expand its share of U.S. coal production through 
2035.18  

The PRB is estimated by the EIA to have “recoverable reserves” of 162 billion tons.19 At 
current mining levels of approximately 500 million tons per year, this coal resource 
would last more than three centuries.20  With essentially flat coal consumption predicted 
by the EIA through 2035 for the United States, and energy use per capita predicted to 
decline, it is not surprising that the major coal producers in the PRB are anxious to 
secure new customers, including overseas customers, for their coal.21   

The relatively flat projection of U.S. coal consumption (0.2 percent annual growth) can 
be juxtaposed to China’s coal consumption for electricity that is estimated by the EIA to 
grow at 3 percent annually through 2035.22  Other sources have China’s growth rate for 
thermal coal consumption as high as 8 percent per year.23 At a 3 percent growth rate 
China would double its coal consumption in 24 years and an 8 percent growth rate 
would double its coal consumption in less than 10 years.   

                                                 
16 http://pubs.usgs.gov/pp/p1625a/Chapters/PQ.pdf and 
http://www.epa.gov/ogwdw/uic/pdfs/cbmstudy_attach_uic_attach05_powder.pdf  
17 http://pubs.usgs.gov/pp/p1625a/ES/ESpt2.html  
18 Annual Energy Outlook 2011 page 85.  
19 David Scott and James Luppens.  “Assessment of Coal Geology, Resources, and Reserve Base in the 
Powder River Basin, Wyoming and Montana.”  U.S. Department of the Interior and U.S. Geologic Survey, 
February 2013. 
20 EIA and USGS define “recoverable reserve” and “recoverable resource” differently. In general these 
measures of available coal take into account restrictions on mining coal deposits, coal mining losses, and 
represent coal that could be mine if coal prices were high enough and/or technological change reduced 
the cost of that mining. 
21 Annual Energy Outlook 2011 page 62 and 63.  This comparison is coal use in the electricity sector. 
22 http://www.eia.gov/forecasts/ieo/pdf/0484percent282011percent29.pdf page 71 
23 http://resourceinvestingnews.com/21056-chinese-coal-imports-surge.html  
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Those supply curves clearly show that in any given year the PRB could ramp up 
production by more than 250 million tons (the green shaded area) with a corresponding 
cost increase of a few dollars per ton of coal. It should be noted that as a percentage of 
the PRB mine mouth price, a $3 per ton increase is “significant” in the sense that it 
represents about a 30 percent increase from a $10 mine mouth coal price. But in terms 
of the delivered cost of coal or the cost of coal in the eastern U.S. where PRB coal 
would be competing, such cost increases are quite modest.  

These supply curves show the incremental mining costs as the level of annual 
production is increased. Each supply curve shows the estimated incremental mining 
costs for different years in the future.  Note that most of this PRB coal cost increase is 
not associated with higher levels of annual production but with the increase in the real 
cost of mining over time at almost any level of annual production.25  This increase in 
PRB coal mining costs over time compared to the cost increase associated with higher 
annual production levels is highlighted by the flatness of the respective curves in the 
shaded area (current production plus 250 million tons) when comparing 2012 values to 
the projected 2020 to 2050 values.26 

We have highlighted in green in Figure 2 the current annual level of PRB coal 
production plus 250 million additional tons of annual production to indicate the potential 
impact of both the expanded PRB production to serve U.S. domestic coal markets 
between 2010 and 2025 (an additional 110 million tons per year) as well at an 
expansion of up to 140 million tons to serve Asian export markets by 2025. Clearly the 
PRB has the ability to expand its coal production by 250 million tons between now and 
2025 and beyond without a dramatic increase in costs of production. That is, rising PRB 
mine mouth production costs are unlikely to be a barrier to effectively competing for 
market share both in Asia and elsewhere in the United States. 

With the U.S. market for that coal essentially flat but with China’s coal consumption 
increasing at an exponential rate, it is not surprising that the largest coal companies in 
the PRB and the United States are looking to China to dramatically increase their sales. 
The question we wish to explore is whether potential PRB coal exports to the southern 
coast of China can be competitive with other international sources of coal vying to serve 
those same import market as well as Chinese domestic sources of coal. 

 

2. The Size of the Part of the Chinese Market Accessible to PRB Coal 
 

Before we discuss the costs associated with delivering coal to China, it is important to 
quantify and examine the part of the Chinese coal market in which the PRB coal could 
be competitive.  China consumed approximately 3.3 billion tonnes of coal in 2010.27 
(Note the shift from the American measure “short tons” to “metric tonnes” the unit which 

                                                 
25 http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/progsregs/epa-ipm/docs/v410/Chapter9.pdf  
26 These cost curves come from an EPA model (v.4.10) that was designed to predict coal use in the U.S. 
27 http://www.worldcoal.org/coal/coal-mining/ and http://www.worldcoal.org/coal/market-amp-
transportation/  
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most of the rest of the world uses. A metric tonne is about 1.1 tons.) Of course the PRB 
could not compete with most of that coal because of the high cost of moving that coal 
great distances inland within China in addition to the transportation costs to reach the 
North American coast and then the shipping costs to reach the coast of China. PRB 
coal would only be able to be competitive in the highly industrial areas on the southern 
coast of China, where the vast majority of the coal consumed, whether it is domestic 
Chinese coal or imported coal, is already delivered by ship. In 2010 and 2011 the 
southern coastal region of China received at least 600 million tonnes of coal by ocean-
going ships.28  Of that more than 600 million tonnes of coal, 150 to 200 million tonnes 
were foreign imports and the rest was domestic Chinese coal shipped from coal ports 
on the northeastern coast of China.29 

Note that this part of the Chinese coal market represents a relatively small part of total 
Chinese coal consumption, less than a fifth, although it represents a large volume of 
coal from the perspective of total international coal trade (1,100 million tonnes) and 
current PRB coal production (455 million tonnes when expressed in metric terms).30 It is 
important to understand that we are not talking about PRB coal competing to displace 
domestic Chinese coal consumption across the whole of China.  

According to Jeff Watkins, of Wood Mackenzie Research and Consulting, data on the 
cost of delivering coal to the southern coast of China, from various sources both within 
China and from various coal fields around the world, show that imported international 
coal will be far more competitive than Chinese coal in the near future in serving these 
southern coastal industrial and population centers.31  Foreign coal will be so much more 
competitive than Chinese domestic coal that it could cost-effectively serve the vast 
majority of southern China’s coastal demand.   

Currently, imported coal only makes up 5.3 percent of all of the coal that is consumed in 
China. However, coal imported by China is projected by the EIA to grow at an annual 
rate of 6.5 percent through 2035.32  Considering that Chinese coal production is 
forecasted to grow by 2 percent, the EIA implicitly projects that imported coal will make 
up 14.3 percent of China’s total consumption by 2035 with more than 850 million tons 
imported.33  The EIA and Wood Mackenzie analyses clearly show that the Chinese 
market in the near and long term is likely to rely on increasing quantities of imported 
coal to meet the demand on the southern coast of China.  

 

                                                 
28 Coal Markets: Near-Term Headwinds but Strong Global Fundamentals,” Jacob Williams, Peabody 
Energy, 2012 Analyst and Investor Forum, June 27, 2012. “Expanding Markets and Peabody Growth 
Opportunities” presented by Rick Navarre President of Peabody. 2010. 
29 Ibid. Slide 11 for 2011 and Slide 21 for 2010.. 
30 World Coal Association, http://www.worldcoal.org/coal/market-amp-transportation/. Data for 2010.  
31 Trends in Global Coal Markets.  Jeff Watkins. January 2012, slide 20. 
32 IEO 2011. Figure 71. 
33 IBID. Table 8. 
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3. The Cost Competitiveness of PRB Coal Exported to the Southern 
China Coast 

 

The real price of shipping PRB coal by rail in the U.S. for the last 10 years has remained 
at around 1 cent per ton mile.34  The EIA estimates that there will be an average annual 
growth rate in rail shipping costs of between -0.9 percent and +1.1 percent and adopt a 
reference level of 0.2 percent per year for Western railroads.35 A 1.1 percent annual 
increase would mean a cost increase from 1 cent per ton mile in 2009 to 1.3 cents per 
mile in 2035.  According to the EIA then, the cost of the delivery of PRB coal to the west 
coast will not change appreciably in the next 25 years.  To be conservative we choose 
to use a PRB coal shipping value of 1.5 cents per ton mile. It is approximately 1,300 
miles from the PRB to Bellingham, Washington, the site of the proposed Cherry Point 
Gateway Pacific coal port.  This would add $19.50 per ton to the mine mouth cost of 
PRB coal that is shipped to the west coast of the U.S. 

The potential for profitably shipping coal out of the PRB towards the west coast of the 
U.S. has not escaped the eyes of some very important market players. In 2009 Warren 
Buffet bought Burlington Northern Santa Fe, which owns the tracks that travel from the 
southern PRB in Wyoming north through the northern PRB in Montana and then west to 
the west coast of the U.S.36  With two large coal port proposals on the west coast 
(Longview near the mouth of the Columbia River and Cherry Point near Bellingham, 
Washington) in which Arch Coal and Peabody Energy, respectively, are heavily 
invested, the idea of shipping PRB coal to the west coast for export to Asia obviously 
has the attention of some the nation’s largest coal companies. As of March 23, 2012, 
the spot mine mouth price of a ton of PRB coal was $7.58, down from $12.16 at the 
beginning of January 2012.37 Since 1990 the average price for a ton of PRB coal in 
2009 dollars has been less than $15.38  In nominal terms the average price of sub-
bituminous coal has been less than $15 since 1979.39 If we are conservative and 
choose a price almost twice the current sport market mine mouth price for PRB coal, 
$15 dollars per ton, the price to deliver PRB coal to the west coast would be $34.50. 

The cost of shipping coal from the Prince Rupert, BC, Ridley terminal to southeast 
China was $13 dollars per ton as of September 16th, 2011.40  That coal, which shipped 
in October of 2011, was 8,800 BTU coal, likely from the PRB.  Since we cannot get a 
quoted price from a terminal that has yet to be built (Longview or Cherry Point), we 
choose to use the Ridley shipping price quote plus two dollars to make up for the fact 
that it is slightly farther to ship from Bellingham or Longview, Washington, to 
southeastern China than it is to ship from Prince Rupert. That makes our estimated 
ocean shipping cost $15 per ton. Seeking Alpha, a highly regarded investment analysis 
                                                 
34 http://www.eia.gov/coal/transportationrates/pdf/waybill.pdf  
35 Annual Energy Outlook 2011 with Projections to 2035.  Table D23. 
36 http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/33599744/ns/business-us_business/t/buffett-buying-burlington-northern-
railroad/#.Tw388fmwWXI and Cloud Peak Energy Investor Presentation November 2011 slide 22. 
37 http://205.254.135.7/coal/nymex/  
38 http://www.eia.gov/FTPROOT/coal/05842009.pdf  
39 EIA Table 7.9 coal Prices, 1949-2010. 
40 http://www.ecoalchina.com/english/news/gnmtxw/957746.shtml  
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website, recently retrospectively looked back at some of their shipping cost projections 
from 2008-2010 and concluded that the shipping costs, for the near future, would likely 
remain the same. They also indicated that Panamax vessels, because of their high 
number, versatility and age, were much less at risk for shipping price volatility in the 
next several years.41     

Currently China imposes a value added tax (VAT) of 17 percent on all foreign coal that 
is imported as well as a port fee of about $5.40.42  The VAT is under serious debate 
within the Chinese government and may be changed to a 13 percent tax in the near 
future, similar to the VAT on many other goods and the former VAT for coal before 
2009. This would no doubt encourage more foreign coal imports.43  However, in our 
calculations we choose to use the more conservative 17 percent tax since the VAT has 
not actually been lowered yet. 

We have not explicitly included a port fee for the coal loading on the west coast of North 
America. Although the port site itself is often publicly owned, the terminal facilities that 
actually load the coal onto ships often are owned or co-owned by coal mining 
companies. For instance Amber Energy and Arch Coal would own the proposed 
Longview, WA, coal port and Peabody Coal plans to invest heavily in the proposed coal 
port north of Bellingham, WA. This makes the terminal facility charges somewhat of an 
internal administrative price for the coal companies. As private businesses the charges 
for loading services are negotiated and considered proprietary information. A national 
study of the economics of expanded coal ports in the United States estimated the port 
fees to be about $2 per ton in 2012 dollars.44 Since our conservative estimates of the 
mine mouth cost of the coal, shipping costs, etc. already have much more than this level 
of error on the upside built into them, we have not explicitly included the North American 
terminal charges.  

From this PRB coal and shipping information, we can calculate a cost to ship coal to 
ports in southeastern China from the PRB.  With $15 dollars per ton for the mine mouth 
price of the coal, $19.50 to ship the coal via BNSF railway to the west coast, $15 dollars 
to ship the coal to southeastern China, a 17 percent VAT, a $5.40 port fee, and a 
conversion from tons to metric tonnes, the total cost to ship a tonne of coal from the 
PRB to SE China is approximately $70 dollars.45 That can be compared to the 
benchmark domestic thermal coal price in China as of January 20, 2012, of $115 dollars 
per tonnne.46  This would leave a margin of 64 percent or $45 dollars before the 

                                                 
41 http://seekingalpha.com/article/232661-our-dry-bulk-shipping-projections-sink-or-swim  
42 http://china.org.cn/english/LivinginChina/202770.htm and http://en.in-
en.com/article/policy/html/2011062725430.html and Morse, R. Schernikau, L. Asia’s Changing 
Landscape. World Coal. October, 2011. 
43 http://www.chinamining.org/Policies/2011-08-04/1312443953d48628.html  
44 Modeling U.S. Coal Export Planning Decisions, 1991, Michael Kuby, Samuel Ratick and Jeffrey 
Osleeb, Annals of the Association of American Geographers, 81(4): 627-649, pp. 632 and 640. The costs 
were in 1985 dollars that were converted to 2012 dollars using the PPI Index for all commodities. The 
cost was then converted from dollars per short ton to dollars per metric tonne. 
45 This is a relatively modest assumption based on an August 2012 report that pegs the price of PRB coal 
delivered to Asian markets at $54/ton.  EPRINC’s “The Economic Value of American Coal Exports.” 
46 http://in.reuters.com/article/2012/01/20/coal-asia-idINL3E8CK2ED20120120  
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shipping from the benchmark locations is taken into account.  Finally, to complete the 
view of the potential advantage of the PRB coal compared to the various benchmark 
locations for coal exports to China, the shipping cost from those locations to the 
southern coast of China has to be included to their benchmark price. We do that in 
Table 1 below.47 

The point of this exercise is to establish that Chinese domestic coal supplies on the 
southern coast of China could be significantly undersold by PRB coal. A more general 
price comparison of the leading benchmark prices in international coal shipping 
comparing the FOB price of coal for Qinhuangdao (China), Korea West (South Korea), 
Newcastle (Australia), Kalimantan (Indonesia) and Richards Bay (South Africa), shows 
that they were all about $120/ tonne or more from January-October of 2011 when the 
costs are expressed in terms of the equivalent of the lower BTU PRB coal.48  Table 1 
above shows the cost break down for each of the benchmark coal prices.  Clearly there 
is significant potential for profit for PRB coal, $55 to $65 per tonne, if it can be delivered 
at our estimated cost of about $70 per tonne and can be sold at delivered prices now 
being paid for coal deliveries on China’s south coast. As discussed later, the coal price 
indices for coal supplies to Asia declined in late 2011 and the first half of 2012. Despite 
these declines, PRB coal exports to China would still be competitive and profitable.  

 

Table 1. 

 

Note: Location of the coal ports: Richards Bay, South Africa; Korea West, North Korea; Qinhuangdao, China; New 
Castle, Australia, Kalimantan, Indonesia; PRB proposed or expanded North American west coast ports. 

Of course, we have made many assumptions in these calculations based on current 
conditions. We have tried to be very conservative in those assumptions. But economic 
conditions can change and this PRB coal cost advantage could shrink. But it is clear 
that unless there are drastic changes in economic conditions, PRB coal can 
successfully compete for a share of the Chinese coastal trade and drive the cost of coal 
delivered to that market downward. Over time rail, shipping, and port costs could 
increase in real terms. Domestic taxes and import taxes on coal could increase. There 
could be natural and political disruptions in coal supply in China or important coal 

                                                 
47 Prices are from Platts International Coal Report Issue 1047.  November 7, 2011.  Shipping rates are 
from the same source except Qinhuangdao which is from issue 1030 and Korea West which is an 
interpolation based on Qinhuangdao. The Btu content of the PRB is assumed to be 8,800 Btu. 
48 Platts International Coal Report, Issue 1047, November7, 2011. 

Origin
Btu 

Content
Price per 

tonne FOB
Shipping cost 
to S. China 17% VAT port fee

Total delivered 
cost per tonne

Btu adjust 
for PRB

Advantage 
for PRB

Richards Bay 10,800      115.00$        16.50$          22.36$    5.40$  159.26$         129.76$   60.66$    
Korea West 10,944      128.00$        8.69$            23.24$    5.40$  165.32$         132.94$   63.83$    
Qinhuangdao 11,160      138.00$        7.42$            -$       5.40$  150.82$         118.93$   49.82$    
Newcastle 11,340      119.00$        13.00$          22.44$    5.40$  159.84$         124.04$   54.93$    
Kalimantan 10,620      102.00$        10.13$          19.06$    5.40$  136.59$         113.18$   44.08$    
PRB 8,800        37.95$          16.50$          9.26$      5.40$  69.11$           69.11$     -$        

Cost of coal delivered to SE China coast
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exporting countries. Changes in the relative value of US and Chinese currencies could 
affect PRB competitiveness. Chinese and other coal suppliers, in response to 
competition, could improve the efficiency with which they produce their coal. However, 
given what we know now, it seem highly likely that PRB will be a highly competitive new 
source of coal to the industrial and population centers on the southeast coast of China. 

Many other coal and investment analysts have made calculations that are similar to 
those presented here, also emphasizing that shipping PRB coal to the southern coast of 
China could be a very lucrative business.49 More tangible evidence of the potential profit 
that can be made from exporting North American coal to Asia from the west coast is 
provided by the PRB coal that the U.S. is currently shipping to China.  Although Prince 
Rupert, BC, is 1,900 miles and the Westshore Terminal in Vancouver, B.C. is 1,600 
miles from the Spring Creek Mine in Montana, Cloud Peak Energy shipped 4.5 million 
tons of coal from the PRB to Asia through these west coast ports in 2011.50  This very 
long overland transportation path bypasses the entire west coast of the United States 
due to the current lack of coal ports there.   

The coal ports of Virginia Beach, Virginia, experienced massive delays in 2011 because 
the port was trying to operate well over capacity, partially to take advantage of the 
weather-related disruptions in international coal exports from Indonesia and Australia 
that shifted demand to the United States and other countries.51  Spurred by over-used 
port capacity at U.S. ports up and down the eastern seaboard, the major US coal 
companies began scrambling to ship coal in large volumes out ports on the Gulf of 
Mexico.  “Despite taking more than 45 days to reach Asia, coal shipments from the U.S. 
have surged into Asia. But with huge queues off the busy East coasts ports of Newport 
News and Baltimore, shippers and producers are developing new capacity out of the 
Gulf of Mexico.”52  By contrast it would take less than half that time (approximately 21 
days) to ship coal from the coast of Washington to southeastern China.53    

Although the US is shipping coal to China through many different ports right now, and 
although we can show that it is a lucrative proposition for the coal companies to send 
PRB coal to China, there currently is no large scale American west coast coal port  that 
allows the relatively close proximity of PRB coal to the west coast and the travel 
distance advantage of reaching China from the west coast. The existing North American 
west coast ports in Canada are too crowded and their shipping capacity is too small to 
accommodate a significant increase in coal exports. If significant volumes of coal from 

                                                 
49 http://www.wusa9.com/news/local/story.aspx?storyid=124286  and 
http://daily.sightline.org/2010/12/10/cooooooal-train/ and http://seekingalpha.com/article/225244-thermal-
coal-as-u-s-export-industry  
50 Cloud Peak Energy Investor Presentation November 2011. 
51 http://hamptonroads.com/2011/02/coal-ships-create-sight-hampton-roads-waters  
52 http://www.coalage.com/index.php/features/1087-coal-producers-a-shippers-work-to-increase-export-
capacity.html  
53 It takes approximately 20 days to ship coal from the Ridley Terminal in Prince Rupert, BC and come 
back.  It is approximately one day farther from Vancouver, B.C. which we use as a proxy for the 
Bellingham area than from the Ridley Terminal. 
http://www.ecoalchina.com/english/news/gnmtxw/957746.shtml Also see: http://www.cn.ca/en/shipping-
china-asia-north-america-coal.htm . 
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the PRB are going to move out of North America, new ports will have to be built.  If new 
ports are not built, PRB coal will likely continue to be limited to serving existing U.S. 
markets which, while projected by EIA to be relatively flat in the aggregate, are likely to 
support significant additional PRB production.54 A major additional expansion of PRB 
coal sales beyond US domestic markets through exports to Asia largely hinges on the 
ability of the U.S. to ship PRB coal out of new or expanded ports on the west coast of 
North America. 

The proposed coal shipping ports of Longview and Cherry point together represent 
some 130 million tons of additional coal shipping capacity.55  The Westshore Terminals 
in Vancouver, BC, plans to expand its export capacity from 24 to 33 million tons and the 
Port Ridley in northern British Columbia plans an expansion of from 12 to 24 million 
tons.56  In addition, Ambre Energy and Kinder Morgan Terminals have proposed a coal 
export project at the Port of St. Helens upstream from Longview on the Oregon side of 
the Columbia and an undisclosed company has proposed developing a coal port at 
Coos Bay, Oregon.  Considering only those facilities that have developed detailed 
plans, the combined new export capacity on the west coast of North America has the 
potential to exceed 150 million tons of coal per year in the near future. In the analysis 
below we have assumed that 140 million tons per year of PRB coal will be exported 
from west coast ports to Asia by 2025. Stanford University’s Program on Energy and 
Sustainable Development has modeled the market for PRB coal at current ocean 
shipping costs and concluded that 163 million tons of PRB coal would have been 
competitive in Asian markets in 2009 if there were no port or other constraints on 
shipping coal from the west coast.57  

                                                 
54 EIA projects that in order to meet tightening EPA air quality standards and offset declines in central 
Appalachian coal production due to rising costs of production, the demand for PRB coal within the US will 
expand between 2010 and 2035 at a rate of about 10 million tons per year, raising PRB coal production 
from about 500 million tons per year in 2010 to about 700 million tons in 2035 despite static aggregate 
coal consumptions levels in the United States. 
55 The Bellingham Herald reports that the Gateway Pacific terminal could ship 50 million tons at maximum 
capacity.   The Seattle PI reported in internal emails from Ambre (Millennium’s corporate parent) revealed 
that they planned to ship 80 million tons from the proposed port facility.  
http://www.bellinghamherald.com/2011/08/11/2137016/cherry-point-cargo-terminal-could.html and 
http://blog.seattlepi.com/seattlepolitics/2011/03/15/strategic-withdrawal-for-longview-coal-exporter/    
56 Slide 15 of Cloud Peak Energy’s Annual Stockholder Meeting from 2011 shows that these expansions 
are underway. 
57 Asia’s Changing Landscape. Richard Morse and Lars Schernikau.  World Coal. October 2011. 
http://hms-ag.com/fileadmin/user_upload/pdf/2011-10b_WorldCoal_LS_Article_Asian_Coal.pdf. Also see, 
"US Coal: A Stranded Asset Ready for Export?", presentation at IEA Outlook for Coal Industry and 
Markets, Richard Morse, April 14, 2011, Beijing.  Dated 12/04/2011,  
http://www.iea.org/work/2011/WEO_Coal/03_02_MORSE.pdf . 
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III. The Sensitivity of Chinese Coal Use to the Cost of Coal 
 

1. Downward Competitive Pressure on the Cost of Coal on China’s 
South Coast 

 
In the analysis above, we have estimated that at current shipping costs and PRB mine 
mouth coal prices, PRB coal could be sold to coal users on China’s southern coast at 
significant margins above the costs of production and transportation: $50 to $60 per 
metric tonne. Stated somewhat differently, PRB coal could potentially undersell 
domestic Chinese coal and the major existing international exporters delivering coal to 
the southern China coast by 40 to 50 percent. 
 
Note that this calculation is not very sensitive to the mine mouth cost of PRB coal. We 
assumed a real price of $16.50 per metric tonne for our modeling while in late March 
2012 PRB coal was selling for about $8.34 per metric tonne on the spot market and has 
sold for less than $16.50 for the last several decades. In addition, the mine mouth costs 
make up less than a quarter of the cost of delivering the coal to the south coast of 
China. Modest changes in the PRB mine mouth price will not significantly affect our 
results. 
 
Ocean shipping rates have been volatile in the past although in late January 2012 they 
were falling dramatically because of the lingering effects of the Great Recession and 
uncertainty as to whether a new recession might be developing in various important 
global trading countries. The large fleet of under-utilized Panamax ships is likely to keep 
international dry bulk shipping rates relatively stable for the foreseeable future. If and 
when the global economy recovers completely and begins growing rapidly, ocean 
freight rates could, ultimately, be expected to rise at least in the short run. If 
international trade were expanding and higher freight rates were being earned, 
however, more dry bulk ships would be built and shipping rates would move down 
again. 
 
The assertion that the entry of PRB coal into the world coal market on a relatively large 
scale (100 to 200 million tons per year) will have an impact on the price of sea-borne 
coal delivered to Asian markets should not be controversial. The sea-borne coal trade 
represents only a small part of total coal consumption in the world. Most countries rely 
primarily on their own domestic sources and then either import or export as attractive 
opportunities present themselves. As a result, a modest change in the volume of coal 
entering the world market can have significant impacts on world coal trade prices (see 
Figure 1 above). 
 
This potential was clearly recognized during 2011 and the first half of 2012 when U.S. 
coal exports increased significantly. One force driving the increase in U.S. exports 
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despite limited increases in coal demand worldwide was the decline in the demand for 
coal within the United States as very inexpensive natural gas displaced coal for electric 
generation. Commentators worried that this “dumping” of U.S. coal on the world market 
was one of the sources driving the value of internationally traded coal in Asia 
downward.58 Between mid-February and mid-May 2012 the seaborne thermal coal price 
indices for the primary countries exporting to Asia plunged from relative peaks in the 
$100 to $120 per tonne range to the $80 to $85 range. The price for Australian coal fell 
about 30 percent, that for Indonesian coal 25 percent, and that for South African coal 20 
percent.59 The Chinese coal price index for domestic Chinese coal delivered to the 
Bohai ports in northeastern China (Qinhuangdao Index) also declined 20 percent 
between November of 2011 and June of 2012. 
 
Looking forward, world coal market analysts project that the despite the depressed 
world coal prices in the first part of 2012, the declining domestic demand for coal within 
the U.S. will motivate continued interest in expanding American coal port export 
capacity significantly, including new and expanded coal ports on the west coast.  That 
export capacity combined with the low cost of PRB coal will put downward pressure on 
world coal prices and prevent them from rebounding to their previous highs. As a UBS 
Securities analyst put it:60 
 

We believe the new [US coal export] capacity will not bode well for 
international pricing. Once international prices rise to a certain level, it 
becomes economical for US producers to enter the export market. The 
impact on international pricing may have been muted in the past due to 
[U.S.] port capacity constraints. With 270 million tons of export capacity, 
US producers would be able to quickly flood the international market with 
coal once pricing becomes attractive. Theoretically, this would quickly put 
a cap on international [coal] pricing. 

 
It is clear that PRB coal could put significant downward pressure on the price of coal 
being delivered to the industrial and population centers on the southern coast of China. 
It is important to understand that we are focused on a distinct part of total Chinese coal 
consumption: the coastal areas of China that already receive their coal from ocean-
going ships even when it is domestic Chinese coal that is being delivered. It is important 
to reiterate that we are not treating China as one big market that is potentially open to 
PRB coal. Nor are we suggesting that PRB exports to China would dramatically change 
the price of coal across China. Neither of these is a likely outcome of PRB exports. 
Instead, we have focused on a relatively small (with respect to total Chinese thermal 
coal consumption) and well defined Chinese coal market that is responsible for less 
than a fifth of total Chinese coal consumption. We are not suggesting that PRB coal 
exports would fundamentally change the economics of coal use across China. What we 
                                                 
58 This was almost certainly an over-simplification. Growth in Chinese coal consumption had slowed and 
Europe was teetering on the edge of a recession. So there were forces other than expanded American 
exports pushing world coal trade prices down.  
59 UBS Investment Research, Coal, “Floor-seeking in Thermal Coal,” Tom Price, June 25, 2012. 
60 “Some Coal Export and Port Capacity Math,” Shneur Z. Gershuni, UBS Investment Research, US Coal, 
May 21, 2012. www.ubs.com/investmentresearch.com . 
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are analyzing is the impact of an additional low-cost competitor with the potential for a 
very large increment of supply entering a relatively small market, compared to the entire 
Chinese domestic market, where Chinese domestic coal, Australian, and Indonesian 
coal already compete to serve coal users. As pointed out above, the 600 million tonnes 
of coal consumed in this south eastern Chinese coal market is large relative to total 
PRB production, total U.S. consumption, and total international trade in coal. 
 

2. The Determinants of Coal Usage 
 
Economists typically discuss the markets for a product in terms of supply and demand 
interacting to determine the price. Alternatively, they analyze how a change in price can 
lead to changes in the quantity of a product consumed (demand) or the quantity of a 
product produced (supply). To many this sounds like a fairly abstract theoretical way to 
look at much more complex business decisions, suggesting that only markets and 
prices matter. In the real world where complex judgments are made in particular 
political, social, and technological settings, such an emphasis only on markets and 
prices would be naive and potentially misleading. We agree, but that is not what the 
study of economic demand and supply does. 
 
It is important to understand that economic analysis in terms of markets, supply, 
demand, and price are not intended as narrow theoretical concepts. They are better 
thought of as discussing categories of important forces that influence decisions about 
how to use available resources. The idea is not to narrowly focus on one economic 
force to the exclusion of others but to systematically evaluate all of the relevant forces. 
 
The economic concept of demand, for instance, does not involve a focus only on the 
price and quantity purchased of a particular commodity. Rather the demand for a 
particular commodity is seen as determined by a broad variety of different economically 
relevant considerations: income levels, the growth of the economy, changing tastes, 
existing technologies, government regulations limiting or encouraging use, etc. The 
same is true of the economic concept of supply: It is not simply the relationship between 
the amounts supplied by producers at a given price. Supply involves the existing 
structure of costs of production, how technological change is modifying those production 
costs, what drives that technological change, how government regulation impacts 
production processes, the degree of competition among suppliers, etc. 
 
The recent history of coal mining in the Powder River Basin underlines the complex 
interaction of these different types of economic forces. One of the most powerful forces 
driving the expansion of the market for PRB coal, an expansion that has led it to 
become the dominant source of coal supply in the United States, was the Clean Air Act 
that limited the emissions of sulfur into the atmosphere. Achieving the mandated 
reductions in emissions from coal-fired power plants required either installation of 
emissions control technologies that captured the sulfur or shifting to a type of coal that 
contained less sulfur or some combination of the two. The lowest cost alternative often 
involved power plants shifting the source of at least some of their coal supply to PRB 
coal and using less of the higher-sulfur eastern coals. This shift in supply and demand 
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involved relatively complicated analyses of the costs associated with various 
technologies, the development of low cost coal mining technologies in the PRB, as well 
as the development of efficient coal train technologies. 
  
The development of much more efficient electric generators burning natural gas was 
also important given that pipeline-quality natural gas is very low in sulfur. This 
development of a non-coal alternative generating technology also led to eastern coal 
sources being displaced in the generation of electricity. 
 
The increasingly strict regulation of sulfur emissions drove what amounted to a 
restructuring of U.S. coal markets. Clearly major change in U.S. coal markets was not 
simply a matter of the cost of PRB coal being low. Environmental regulations and 
technological developments were powerful forces too.  
 
As we will discuss in more detail below, much more than just price or cost drive coal 
consumption decisions although, ultimately, price or cost plays an important role in 
almost any resource use decision whether that decision is being made by a government 
agency, a state owned enterprise operating in a mixed market-regulator regime, or a 
private commercial firm.  
 

3. The Sensitivity of Coal Consumption to Cost 
 
The way in which commodity purchasers adjust their use in response to changes in the 
cost of using a commodity has been the focus of empirical economic analysis for a 
century or more. The analysis of how energy users adjust their usage in response to 
changes in the cost of that energy has received considerable careful empirical analysis 
since the first modern energy crisis in the mid-1970s. The response of Chinese coal 
users to changes in coal costs has also been the subject of empirical analysis. Our 
earlier report on PRB coal exports summarized forty years of studies of the sensitivity of 
energy use to the costs of that use.61 
 
What almost all of those studies show is that given sufficient time to adjust to changes 
in energy costs, energy usage is significantly guided by energy costs. Higher energy 
costs discourage energy use; lower energy costs stimulate energy use. The reason time 
is important in terms of facilitating flexibility in energy usage is that the level of energy 
use is often dictated by the characteristics of the energy-using technology already in 
place. Once a particular set of technologies is in place, energy usage often can be 
adjusted up or down only by adjusting production up or down. Over time, however, the 
energy efficiency of those technologies can be modified, at a cost, moving energy 
usage up or down more substantially and permanently. 
 

                                                 
61”The Greenhouse Gas Impact of Exporting Coal from the West Coast: An Economic Analysis,” Thomas 
M. Power, 2011, Sightline Institute, pp. 5-11. http://www.sightline.org/research/energy/coal/Coal-Power-
White-Paper.pdf  
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Specific empirical analysis of coal usage in China, found that a 10 percent change in the 
cost of coal led, over time, to a 12 percent change in coal consumption, in the opposite 
direction.62 Many other studies of energy usage in the United States and Europe have 
found similar long run sensitivities of energy use to energy costs: A one per cent change 
in energy cost resulting, ultimately, in a one percent change in energy usage in the 
opposite direction.  
 
It is important to understand that statements about the sensitivity of energy use to 
energy cost do not necessarily mean that when energy prices go up, energy 
consumption will actually go down. As pointed out above, if incomes are rising, people 
may choose to consume more energy. Similarly, if technological change and consumer 
preferences have led households to own an expanded set of energy using technologies, 
energy usage may still increase despite higher energy costs. This does not contradict 
the assertion that actual data on energy user behavior clearly indicates that low energy 
costs encourage energy usage and higher energy costs discourage energy usage. Even 
if changes in income, rate of economic growth, consumer preferences, etc. encourage 
increased energy usage, the increase in energy usage would have been even higher if it 
were not for the increase in energy cost. That is, energy usage remains sensitive to 
energy cost, but other changes in the economy can mask but not eliminate that effect of 
higher energy costs. 
 

4. The Potential Impact of a Significant Decline in the Cost of Coal on 
Coal Consumption and GHG Emissions in the South China Coastal 
Market 

 
As we have discussed above, there is the potential for substantial competition among 
the current and potential future coal suppliers to the industrial and population centers on 
the southern coast of China. The various PRB coal companies could potentially ship 
their coal through a variety of proposed and existing coal ports on the North American 
west coast using a variety of rail networks at a much lower cost than existing coal 
suppliers to the south China coastal market. The PRB can deliver that coal at costs 40 
percent or more below most existing sources of supply including domestic Chinese coal 
delivered by ship from China’s northeast coal ports, Australia, and Indonesia.63 See 
Table 1 above. 
 
PRB coal companies, of course, hope to pocket as profits the difference between 
current suppliers’ delivered costs and PRB delivered costs. Competition, however, will 
almost certainly put pressure on current suppliers to reduce their costs to remain 
competitive. The various PRB mining companies seeking access to Chinese coastal 
markets will compete with each other by offering lower prices. The existing coal 

                                                 
62  “The structural break and elasticity of coal demand in China: empirical findings from 1980-2006,” Jiao, 
J-L, Fan, Y. and Wei, Y-M, International Journal of Global Energy Issues 31(3/4):331-344, 2009, p. 340. 
63 There are supply sources that are competitive with PRB coal delivered to the southern coast of China. 
They, however, make up only about a third of the 600 million tonnes of coal currently being delivered by 
ship there. See Wood Mackenzie, Trends in Global Coal Markets, Jeff Watkins, January 2012, slide 20. 
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companies that have been serving these markets are unlikely to simply surrender those 
markets. Competition among alternative suppliers can be expected to push the coal 
costs faced by customers on the south coast of China downwards. The domestic 
Chinese cost of coal delivered to the southern coast has risen substantially in recent 
years as has the cost of imports to China from other countries.64 The high costs of coal 
delivered to the south China coast is one of the things that makes PRB coal companies 
eager to tap into those markets. Those recently high costs of Chinese imported coal 
also suggest that a large new source of supply, large relative to the approximately 600 
million tons of coal current being delivered to the south China coast, such as PRB coal, 
could put significant downward pressure on the current cost of delivered coal there. 
 
If competition completely eliminated the advantage PRB coal had by reducing the 
delivered cost of coal to the south coast of China by approximately 40 percent relative 
to Chinese domestic, Australian, and Indonesian sources,65 that could be a powerful 
stimulus to use more coal just as the recent increases in the cost of coal to those 
customers have served as a powerful stimulus to invest in improving the energy 
efficiency of coal-consuming production processes. Resulting changes in the cost of the 
goods produced by coal-intensive processes would also, ultimately, be conveyed 
through changes in product prices, encouraging or discouraging consumption of those 
products. 

If, as the study of Chinese coal usage cited above concluded, a 10 percent change in 
price ultimately results in a 12 percent change in coal usage in the opposite direction66, 
a 40 percent decline in the cost of using coal in this particular small part of the overall 
Chinese coal market, would result ultimately in a 50 percent increase in the burning of 
coal. The impact is proportional to the price decline: If coal prices on the south China 
coast decline 20 percent, coal consumption could increase by about a quarter. Etc. 
 
Chinese domestic coal prices and the coal prices of major coal exporting countries do 
move substantially depending on market conditions. As a result of the 2008 financial 
crisis and recession in the U.S. and other countries, coal spot market prices at the coal 
ports in Qinhuangdao, China, Newcastle, Australia, and Richards Bay, South Africa, 
plunged 50 percent or more between the summer of 2008 and the spring of 2009. In the 
fall of 2009 coal export prices began to rise again, regaining a significant part of the 
losses. In late 2011 and 2012, however, coal prices in China, Australia, Indonesia, and 
South Africa declined 10 to 20 percent.67 

                                                 
64 Bloomberg spot market quotes for Qinhuangdao, China, Richards Bay, South Africa, and Newcastle, 
Australia. Five year charts March 9, 2007, through February 3, 2012.  
65 Indonesian coal is the coal source most competitive with PRB coal. See Table 1 above. It is also the 
largest sea-borne exporter of coal to China. Its supply, however, has been relatively unreliable. That has 
led Chinese purchasers to discount the price they are willing to pay for it, which partially explains its lower 
delivered cost. See Manila Bulletin, March 27, 2010, “Indonesia’s new price reference expected to benefit 
coal miners,” Fitri Wulandari, www.mb.com.ph/node/249806/indonesia . 
66 “The structural break and elasticity of coal demand in China,” op. cit. 
67 China Daily, June 29, 2012, “Coal Prices Drop to Record Low,” Du Juan.  Platts International 
Coal Report, Issue 1047, November 7, 2011; Bloomberg spot market coal price quotes, steam coal, FOB 
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However, the export of 127 million metric tonnes (140 million short tons) of PRB coal to 
markets on the south China coast that receive 600 million tonnes of coal from sea-borne 
trade would not drive delivered costs of coal down 40 percent since most of the market 
would still have to be served by other, more costly, sources. Our modeling indicates that 
PRB exports at that level would reduce coal prices by 12.4 percent from $126 to $110 
per metric ton.68 That would lead consumption to increase by 14.9 percent, from 600 to 
690 million tonnes.69 That is, the export of 127 million metric tonnes would lead to an 
increase in coal consumption of about 90 million tonnes of coal. Coal consumption 
would increase by about 70 percent of the coal exported and the GHG emissions would 
increase by a similar percentage, representing an annual increase in GHG emissions of 
about 183 million tons of CO2. This is over 14 times the coal consumption and GHG 
emissions of Washington’s Centralia electric generating plant that has been scheduled 
for closure to reduce Washington’s GHG emissions. 
 
As mentioned repeatedly above, this does not mean that coal usage on the south China 
coast would suddenly swing one direction or the other. It is the growth in electricity 
consumption and, with it, the growth in coal consumption that will dominate coal usage, 
especially in the short run. The cost of coal will affect the investments made in the 
energy efficiency of new or retrofitted electric generators. That, in turn, will determine 
the long run energy usage associated with the technology that those investments put in 
place. As coal prices affect electric prices, they will also affect the investments made in 
the electric efficiency of production processes and appliances. It is largely through those 
business investment decisions that long-run energy consumption patterns are 
determined. This is important to keep in mind. Lowering costs to industrial coal and 
electricity users on the south China coast now will lead to investment decision in long-
lived production facilities that will commit those customers to higher levels of coal  and 
electricity consumption and GHG emissions for a third- to a half-century into the future.  
 
The price of coal will not be the only economic force guiding coal use decisions in 
China. In addition the ongoing expansion of the Chinese economy, the rising standard 
of living, and the increased purchase of electric-using appliances is certain to continue 
to push the demand for electricity and with it the demand for coal upwards. That, 
however, as pointed out above is not evidence that higher or lower coal costs do not 
matter. It is simply evidence that many things matter, one of which is energy cost. 
                                                                                                                                                          
coal ports in various countries: http://www.bloomberg.com/quote/CLSPAUNE:IND/chart ; 
http://www.bloomberg.com/quote/CLSPCHQI:IND/chart . 
68 Delivered price per ton has been adjusted, as in Table 1, to reflect the same cost per million Btu as 
PRB coal. Hence the “prices” discussed here are below the actual delivered costs per tonne of the higher 
Btu Asian and Australian coals. 
69 The price elasticity of demand was assumed to be -1.2 as cited earlier. The price elasticity of supply 
was assumed to be 0.5. See “Coal Markets, Carbon Leakage and the Kyoto Protocol,” Miles K. Light et 
al., Discussion Papers in Economics, Working Paper No. 99-23, Center for Economic Analysis, 
Department of Economics, University of Colorado at Boulder, 1999, p. 4; “World fossil fuel subsidies and 
global carbon emissions,” Bjorn Larsen and Anwar Shah, World Bank, Working Papers, 1992, p. 13.  Lars 
Schernikau Estimated world thermal coal supply elasticities in the 0.75 to 0.9 range for 2005-2006. See 
Economics of the International Coal Trade: The Renaissance of Steam Coal, 2010, New York: 
Springer, p.134, Figure 5.16. We have calculated the elasticity as the percentage increase in supply that 
is possible for a given increase in price to cover production costs.  
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From the point of view of the carbon emissions associated with PRB coal exported to 
Asian markets, what these results indicate is that most of the carbon associated with the 
combustion of that coal represents net additions to global greenhouse gas emission. 
That is, only about 30 percent of the carbon emissions from the combustion of that coal 
are offset by reductions in the use of other coal sources. The other 70 percent is a long 
run burden on the global atmosphere due to the reductions in the cost of coal to 
consumers on the south China coast. There is a substantial net increase in greenhouse 
gas emissions associated with the export of PRB coal. 
 
It is important to note that PRB coal mines earn substantial profits if the price of coal 
delivered to the south China coast only declines about 12 percent while PRB delivered 
coal costs remain fixed at over 35 percent below that price. In that setting, PRB coal 
mines will seek to increase their share of the southeastern Chinese coastal trade by 
offering even lower prices, thus encouraging even more coal consumption and GHG 
emissions.  
 
The volume of the Chinese coastal trade is also likely to increase significantly. Wood 
Mackenzie, for instance, projects that Chinese sea-borne thermal coal imports will rise 
from less than 200 million tonnes in 2010 to 1,200 million tonnes by 2030. Total Pacific 
sea-borne thermal coal trade was projected to increase from about 500 million tonnes to 
2,000 million tonnes over the same time period. Wood Mackenzie project that 600 
million tonnes of that Pacific sea-borne thermal coal trade could be supplied by the 
United States by 2030, a gigantic increase in U.S. Asian thermal coal exports compared 
to the 74 million total tons of coal exported by the U.S. in 2010.70 Most of that was not 
thermal coal and not exported to Asia. Thus the PRB exports to China and other Asian 
countries in the future could far exceed the 140 million tons we have modeled here if 
infrastructure in the U.S. Pacific Northwest is built to facilitate that export. As a result the 
ultimate impact on GHG emissions could also be many times what we have discussed 
here. 

It should be noted that our analysis above focused on the impact of competition to serve 
the south China coastal coal markets on GHG emissions where the coal is burned. We 
did not include the impact on GHG emissions associated with the different 
transportation modes and routes that might be used to deliver that coal to the south 
China coast. 

We do not believe that the exclusion of those potential GHG effects leads to a 
significant understatement the GHG emissions. The direct combustion of the large 
volumes of coal we were analyzing produces far more GHG emissions than the 
shipping of the coal. The coal is almost exclusively shipped by rail and water routes. 
These transportation modes of shipping are the most energy efficient modes available. 
They are significantly more energy efficient than, for instance, highway truck traffic. 

                                                 
70Trends in Global Coal Markets, Jeff Watkins, presentation at Meet Alaska 2012, January 2012, Slides 9, 
10, and 15. For 2010 U.S. coal exports see http://www.worldcoal.org/coal/market-amp-transportation/ . 
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In our analysis, the shipping from the PRB to the southern coast of China added about 5 
percent to the GHG impacts compared to the impacts of increased coal combustion 
there.71  

However, what is relevant is the difference in carbon emissions for transportation from 
the alternative sources of coal mine southeastern Chinese coastal industrial centers. 
The long transportation route from the PRB to the southeastern coast of China is not 
unique. All routes to the SE coast of China from both domestic Chinese and alternative 
coal exporting counties are also long. For instance, the new sources of coal being 
developed in Mongolia are being trucked, a high carbon alternative, into China, 
transferred to trains for shipment to the northeastern Chinese ports, and then loaded on 
ships for delivery to the southeastern coast cities such as Hong Kong and Shanghai.  
Australia’s coal ports are about the same distance to SE China as North American west 
coast ports are and involve significant rail distances although not as long as for PRB 
coal to the west coast.   
 
If the transportation GHG impacts of the alternative sources of supply were half that of 
the transportation from the PRB, an assumption that we believe understates the 
alternative coal delivery costs, the additional GHG emissions from transportation of PRB 
coal to the southern coast of China would be less than 3 percent of the GHG impacts of 
the combustion of that coal. This is definitely a second- or third-order impact.72 

Finally, comparing Chinese GHG emissions for transportation from mine to port is 
problematic because the efficiency of Chinese and American transportation systems is 
not the same. One cannot just use the differences in rail distances to compare US to 
Chinese transportation GHG emission. The same is true of Indonesia which is closer to 
southeastern China but has higher GHG emissions both at the mine sites and in 
transporting coal to ports because of lower efficiency. China is investing in Russian 
Siberian and eastern Russian coastal coal and coal ports: the Russian Republic of Tuva 
north of Mongolia and the Russian island of Sakhalin northwest of Japan. The 

                                                 
71 For a reference point, the combustion of PRB coal releases 1.87 tons of CO2 equivalent per ton of coal 
burned. Shipping PRB coal by rail 1,100 miles to the west coast (and returning the train an equal 
distance) releases 0.061 tons of CO2 equivalent per ton of coal. Shipping the coal 4,000 nautical miles to 
China emits 0.009 tons of CO2 equivalent per ton of coal. The transportation adds a bit less than 0.07 
tons of CO2 equivalent for each ton shipped. This is 3.7 percent of the combustion emissions of a ton of 
coal. However, while 140 million tons of PRB coal are shipped, only 98 million tons of additional coal is 
burned because of the displacement effects. (Steven J. Davis, Department of Global Ecology, Stanford 
University and Joint Institute for the Study of the Atmosphere and Ocean, Climate Impacts Group, 
University of Washington. http://earthfix.kuow.org/energy/article/earthfix-conversations-counting-up-coals-
co2/ .) Thus the transportation costs are a higher percentage of the coal combustion impacts, 5.3 percent, 
if the transportation GHG emissions for alternative sources of coal supply are zero, which, of course, is 
not the case. In fact, it is likely that those transportation emissions are likely to be similar for alternative 
sources and, therefore, the likely net transportation emissions impacts are likely to be quite small. 
72 A “second order impact” is one that is less than a tenth of the impact of the base level. A third-order 
impact would be one that is only one-one-hundredth of the base level. The gap between these reference 
points the difference between 1 and 10 percent. GHG coal transportation impacts compared to coal 
combustion impacts (2.7 percent) are closer to the 1 percent than to 10 percent, and, in that sense, are a 
third-order impact. 
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transportation challenges and the transportation GHG emissions for those 
developments to serve Chinese markets are also huge.  
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IV. The Impact of the Relative Prices of Natural Gas and Coal on the 
Combustion of Coal for the Generation of Electricity in the United 
States 
 

One possible result of China’s and other Asian countries’ increasing demand for coal 
could be that the expanded international demand for coal will drive coal prices up in the 
United States and other relatively affluent OECD countries in North America, Europe, 
and Asia. Asian coal demand, for instance, could compete with domestic US coal 
demand forcing the United States to turn to higher cost coal resources. Those higher 
coal costs in the U.S. and other developed nations could significantly reduce their use of 
coal. That could create reductions in GHG emissions that offset to at least some extent 
the potential increase in the GHG emissions due to the competition among coal 
exporting nations, including the United States, to serve the growing Asian markets. That 
competition, especially from PRB coal, as discussed above, is likely to lower the cost of 
coal to those Asian nations below what it otherwise would have been without the 
expanded competition. 

In this section of the report we look at the impact on the cost of coal production of 
expanded PRB coal mining for export. We then analyze the role played by the mine 
mouth price of PRB coal in the decision to burn more or less coal in the United States.   

Recent American historical experience with changes in relative coal and natural gas 
prices does not suggest that increases in the relative price of coal or natural gas led to 
dramatic changes the share of electric generation based on those two fuels. There are a 
variety of economic reasons for this. 

For an overview of what actually happened in the recent past in the U.S. as the cost of 
coal relative to natural gas changed, we can look at the shifts in coal’s share of electric 
generation and the construction of new coal-fired plants as natural gas prices rose 
steeply over the last decade or so. Between 1996 and 2008 the real cost of natural gas 
delivered to electric generators, with some fluctuations, rose dramatically, from about 
$3.50 per million Btu to over $9. Coal prices were significantly more stable, first 
declining between 1996 and 2003 and then rising so that by 2008 the real cost of coal 
delivered to electric generators was 23 percent above where it had been in 1996 while 
natural gas prices were 162 percent above their 1996 level. As a result, real natural gas 
prices per million Btu rose from being just over twice those of coal in the 1996 to 1999 
period to being over 5.3 times as costly as coal in 2005. The real difference in the 
delivered cost per million Btu between coal and natural gas went from $1.80 to $7.40 
between 1996 and 2005. In 2008 the difference was still $7.10 per million Btu. See 
Figure 3 below.  
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Figure 5. 

 

 

As emphasized earlier, this is not evidence that energy costs do not matter, just that the 
relationship between fuel prices and fuel choice has multiple dimension to it that have to 
be taken into account in order to see that relationship. We turn to those determinants of 
fuel choice in electric generation in the following sections. 

 

1. The Determinants of Fuel Choice for Electric Generation 
 

There are several distinctions that need to be made in order to understand the forces 
determining the use of coal to generate electricity in the United States.  

First, cost does matter. However, as in all of economics, it is the relative cost that 
matters, the cost relative to the cost of the alternative. In this case the costs associated 
with using coal relative to the costs of using natural gas to generate electricity. In 
addition, the price of a fuel is only part of the cost of generating electricity. It is the whole 
range of costs associated with using a fuel to produce electricity that matters in the 
economic choice of fuels. In addition to the mine-mouth or well-head price of the fuel, 
there are significant other costs that determine how attractive a fuel is for electric 
generation. Some of the more significant non-fuel costs include the following:  

Source: Annual Energy 
Outlook 2011, DOE-EIA, p. 74 


